
March 12, 2020

To our valued clients,

As we communicate with you today, our message first and foremost is that the Level Four Capital Management investment team is 
on the job and monitoring this very fluid market. It is indeed a volatile time for investors as we continue to deal with fall-out related 
to the global spread of COVID-19 (Coronavirus). For some, the uncertainty and fast-moving headlines can cause extreme anxiety, and 
for some, downright fear. The Coronavirus, like other pandemic health crises, is a shock to the global system but one that we will get 
through in our opinion. The short-term uncertainty, however, is fostering a heightened level of panic in the market forcing the broad 
indices to fall into bear market territory. Unsettling? Yes, no doubt about it, but we believe this is ultimately a short-term and transitory 
event and we have conviction that markets will stabilize. 

Are we close to a bottom? Should I take my lumps and get out of the market? These are common questions to ask during a time like 
this. While there is no easy answer and each investor’s circumstances are unique, we believe that cooler heads will prevail and the 
panic the market is experiencing will subside. The virus’s contagion levels will peak and decline just as we have seen in other parts of 
the world, and a global effort among governments and central banks will provide the assistance needed for individuals and businesses 
to weather this storm.

We have been here before. Each market correction and period of volatility is unique in and of itself, but we do know based on 
historical data, that the market rarely stays down for long. While the probability of an economic recession has increased, we do not 
believe that we are in jeopardy of a prolonged recession at this time, and many of the strong fundamentals that were in place just a 
mere three weeks ago are still intact. The question is how long and how much permanent damage is inflicted on the economy. For 
now, Americans are still working and spending. Spending patterns will adjust, and in the short term will undoubtedly decline based on 
virus containment measures and social distancing strategies. However, just like in past periods of crisis, it is hard to hold the human 
spirit captive and normalcy will return. 

We will continue to work through this period of uncertainty, diligently employing our investment process and managing portfolios. We 
know times are challenging. Please contact your advisor with any questions.

Thank you,

Capital Management Team
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information provided, including any tools, services, strategies, methodologies and opinions, is expressed as of the date hereof and is subject 
to change. Level Four Capital Management (“LFCM”) assumes no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials. The information 
presented in this document has been obtained from or based upon sources believed by the trader or sales personnel or product specialist to be 
reliable, but LFCM does not represent or warrant its accuracy or completeness and is not responsible for losses or damages arising out of errors, 
omissions or changes or from the use of information presented in this document. This material does not purport to contain all of the information 
that an interested party may desire and, in fact, provides only a limited view. Any headings are for convenience of reference only and shall not be 
deemed to modify or influence the interpretation of the information contained.

This material has been prepared by personnel of LFCM and is not investment research or a research recommendation, as it does not constitute 
substantive research or analysis. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen 
or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be 
contrary to law or regulation or which would subject LFCM to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. It is provided 
for informational purposes, is intended for your use only, and does not constitute an invitation or offer to subscribe for or purchase any of the 
products or services mentioned, and must not be forwarded or shared with retail customers or the public. The information provided is not intended 
to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment decision. It is intended only to provide observations and views of certain LFCM 
personnel.  Observations and views expressed herein may be changed by the personnel at any time without notice. 

Nothing in this document constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment strategy or service is 
suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances. This document is not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent 
judgment. This document is not to be reproduced, in whole or part, without the written consent of LFCM.  

Investment advisory services offered through Level Four Advisory Services, LLC, an SEC-registered investment advisor. Asset management 
services offered through Level Four Capital Management, LLC an SEC-registered investment advisor. Level Four Advisory Services, LLC and 

Level Four Capital Management, LLC are related entities and subsidiaries of Level Four Group, LLC.
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